**ABSTRACT**

**Purpose.** This study aimed to investigate the effects of match location, quality of opposition, match outcome, and playing position on internal load (IL), external load (EL), and interpersonal interactions in professional soccer players. Also, the relationships between load parameters and interpersonal interactions were measured.

**Methods.** Fourteen matches from 16 Brazilian professional players were analysed. IL was obtained through the rating of perceived exertion. EL was quantified with the Global Positioning System (e.g., high-intensity running [HIR]). Interpersonal interactions were measured by network analysis using completed passes between teammates ($n = 2845$).

**Results.** Higher values of match IL and HIR were observed in home vs. away matches ($p = 0.02$). Players presented greater running outputs and number of networks that a player controlled in matches against strong vs. weak opponents ($p < 0.05$). When the players won the matches, higher running demands and proximity to the teammates (i.e., closeness centrality) were demonstrated than when they drew or lost ($p < 0.05$). Reduced values of IL, EL, and closeness centrality were observed in the forwards compared with the other positions ($p < 0.05$). The distance covered per minute in HIR was large and associated with closeness centrality and eigenvector ($r = 0.55; p < 0.001$).

**Conclusions.** The results indicate that load parameters and interpersonal interactions are influenced by the considered independent variables.
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and decision-making with regard to training content and prescriptions. During soccer matches, performance emerges from the task (e.g., contextual variables), environment (e.g., temperature), and individual constraints (e.g., positional role). For example, in matches played at home, against weaker opponents, and resulted in win, players demonstrated greater running outputs (external load [EL]) and individual/global metrics of network analysis compared with their counterparts [6]. Also, reduced values of running performance variables were reported in central defenders and forwards compared with other positions [7]. Midfielders presented greater proximity to their teammates and controlled a greater number of networks during the offensive phases when compared with defenders and forwards [6].

An additional perceptual-physical performance variable identified in soccer is the ability to accurately control and monitor internal load (IL), for example through ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) during soccer training routines [8]. A recent meta-analysis showed large correlations between session-RPE (sRPE) training load and total distance covered (TD) during official matches in team sports \((r = 0.82; 90\% \text{ confidence interval: 0.75–0.87})\) [9]. However, the utility of the RPE-method to analyse the real match-play physical demands in competitive matches still requires better understanding [10]. Official soccer matches provide a favourable condition to observe practical validity, assessing the possible relationships between RPE and EL [11]. Weston et al. [12] showed small associations \((r: 0.14–0.28)\) between match-RPE and EL variables derived from Global Positioning Systems (GPS) during Australian football matches. However, the effects of contextual variables on RPE measurements were not fully reported.

A previous work verified a non-significant association between physical (e.g., high-speed running) and skill-related (e.g., successful passes percentage) performance in professional soccer match play [13]. In contrast, other studies reported large associations between emergent metrics of social network analysis (e.g., how close the player is to the teammates – closeness centrality) and high-intensity running during matches [6, 14]. In addition, Aquino et al. [6] showed that midfielders presented greater closeness centrality compared with the other positions. Therefore, understanding these relationships can aid sports science and coaching practitioners to prescribe position-specific training and to manage each athlete along the season, considering the possible influence of situational variables (i.e., match location, quality of opposition) and match outcome. For example, midfielders should be physically prepared to respond to greater running demands during matches to play a crucial role in the offensive and defensive phase. Moreover, when players compete at home against strong opponents, it is possible that coaches and practitioners could adopt pacing strategies during the training sessions to support great interpersonal cooperative/competitive interactions and match physical requirements. Therefore, the aims of this study were: (i) to investigate the effects of match location, quality of opposition, match outcome, and playing position on load parameters (i.e., IL, EL) and players’ prominence (i.e., individual metrics of social network analysis) in professional soccer players during official matches; and (ii) to verify the relationships between load parameters and players’ prominence.

**Material and methods**

Participants

Data were collected from 16 elite-level players (mean [standard deviation]: age: 26.3 [4.1] years; body mass: 77.3 [8.0] kg; height: 180.0 [0.1] cm) during the 2018 1st São Paulo State Championship (from January 18 to May 22). The players were assessed during 14 matches, with a total of 86 individual player observations. Match files were classified in accordance with playing position – external defenders \((n = 24\) observations), central defenders \((n = 19\) observations), external midfielders \((n = 15\) observations), central midfielders \((n = 17\) observations), and forwards \((n = 11\) observations). We included GPS data only for the players who participated for \(\geq 90\) min in each match, with the goalkeeper as an exception. Moreover, during the competition, some GPS units presented measurement problems (i.e., high error rate and low intraclass correlation coefficients), probably because of the environmental characteristics in the stadium, among other factors (for more information, see Palucci Vieira et al. [15]). In relation to field players’ prominence analysis (i.e., social network), 14 adjacency matrices (14 matches) were built considering all the players \((n = 11\) including the goalkeeper). If a player was replaced, the substitute was included in the adjacency matrix at the same original place. However, the individual metrics of social network analysis of these 2 players (substitute and player replaced) and the goalkeepers were not included in the data analysis (playing time < 90 min). Thus, the centrality measures of the other players were not impacted. The reference team analysed typically played in 1–4–3–3 and 1–4–4–2 formations (reported by the coaching staff), with minimal variations.
Design

The players were observed during 14 soccer matches in the 2018 1st São Paulo State Championship, the leading state-level tournament in the country [16]. This tournament was composed of 5 groups of 4 teams, totalling 20 teams. In the present study, the possible influence of contextual variables (match location [playing at home or away]; quality of opposition [weak, intermediary, or strong]), match outcome (lost, draw, or won), and playing position (external defender; central defender; external midfielder; central midfielder; forward) was observed on match running performance (EL), IL, and players’ prominence (social network analysis). Specifically, EL was assessed by using measurements derived from GPS. IL was quantified with RPE * total minutes of the match (considering the amount of extra-time). Players’ prominences were quantified through social network analysis by counting the completed passes between teammates. Incomplete passes were not counted. The matches (2 × 45 minutes) were performed in official stadiums (FIFA recommendations: natural grass, ca. 105 × 68 m), between 4:00 pm and 10:00 pm.

Measures

Internal load

The players were familiarized with the use of the centiMax scale (CR100) for the RPE method [17]. A previous study demonstrated the construct validity, reliability, application, and sensitivity with soccer players [18]. Thirty minutes after the matches, the following question was asked to the players: ‘How was your workout?’ Two indices were registered: (i) match-reported RPE (sRPE); and (ii) match load (minutes played * RPE [sRPE-ML]). The CR100 scores were provided individually, and hearing the teammates’ answers was prevented.

External load

Match running performance was recorded with a portable GPS (QSTARZ, 5 Hz, Taipei, Taiwan). All devices were activated 15 minutes before the data collection to allow acquisition of satellite signal [19]. The players used the same unit throughout the championship [20]. After the matches, data were downloaded by using the same version of the appropriate software (Qstarz International Co., GPS View, version 1.2.24) and exported to a CSV format for further analysis in the MATLAB® environment (MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA). With specific scripts, the geographic coordinates were converted to Cartesian coordinates (x, y) and smoothed by a Butterworth digital filter (third order; cut-off frequency: 0.4 Hz) for posterior calculation of TD and the arbitrary speed thresholds. The individual thresholds were based on the individual’s maximum running speed during the matches; low-intensity running (LIR) covered 0–59.99%, and high-intensity running (HIR) covered 60–100%. All running measures were relativized per minutes played. We selected Butterworth third order filter with 0.4-Hz cut-off frequency to smooth positional data in accordance with a control-quality assessment of the GPS units in a pilot study and previous research [6]. The players wearing a GPS device covered a known distance (calculated with a tape measure) at different speed zones (12 km ∙ h⁻¹, 18 km ∙ h⁻¹, 24 km ∙ h⁻¹). The error rate was < 5%. Moreover, the validity (standard error of estimate: 1.3–6.8%) and reliability (coefficient of variation: 2.03–7.71%) of the method had been previously established [21].

Players’ prominence

A previous study demonstrated that completed passes between teammates could be considered the most consequential form of interpersonal interaction in soccer matches [4]. In the present study, 14 matches were recorded (Casio EX-FH25; 30 Hz; 720 × 480 pixels) and 2845 passes were manually registered for further analysis. Five matches (1052 passes; 37% of the total) were reanalysed by 2 observers (LGCG and RA) for inter- and intra-rater reliability analysis. Intraclass correlation coefficients equalled 0.94 (inter-rater) and 0.97 (intra-rater). One global adjacency matrix (i.e., using a simple spreadsheet table) was elaborated for each match. The matrices were used to build a finite n × n network, where entries coded by number 1, for instance, represented ways that players interacted [5]. The Gephi (0.9.2) software served to calculate the importance of a vertex (i.e., player) in a graph through 4 measures (for more details, see Ribeiro et al. [5], Borgatti [22], Freeman [23], Gudmundsson and Horton [24]): (i) in- and out-degree (i.e., the number of completed passes that a player received and performed, respectively); (ii) closeness centrality of a vertex, defined as the sum of distances from all other vertices presented in a graph (i.e., which represents how close the player was to the teammates); (iii) betweenness centrality, defined as the number of times that a vertex connected 2 other vertices through their shortest paths.
(i.e., the number of networks that a player controlled; player that connected the midfield and attack areas); and (iv) eigenvector, which measures the influence of a vertex in a graph (i.e., identifies key players who played a crucial role in the offensive phases). Figure 1 demonstrates a draw-representation of the match interactions between teammates.

**Situational variables and match outcome**

The 2018 1st São Paulo State Championship involved 16 teams. The reference team played 12 matches at the group stage and 2 matches in playoffs (i.e., quarter-finals). Their end-ranking was 8/16. Therefore, the reference team played 14 matches (7 home [41 observations], 7 away [41 observations]; 2 against strong [13 observations], 8 against intermediary [49 observations], 4 against weak opponents [24 observations]; 4 losses [25 observations], 6 draws [36 observations], 4 wins [25 observations]; 9 goals scored, 11 conceded). During the 7 away matches, the players travelled a total of 2,050 km (average of 293 km per match). The quality of opposition was calculated in accordance with K-mean cluster analysis on the basis of the cumulative sum of points per match (end-league ranking of actual season) [16]. Three clusters were identified: best ranking (strong opponents [1–2 team ranking]), intermediary ranking (intermediary opponents [3–11 team ranking]), and worst ranking (weak opponents [12–16 team ranking]).

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed with the IBM SPSS Statistics software for Windows, version 22.0 (IBM Corp.), unless otherwise stated. Data normality was checked with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Descriptive statistics are presented as mean (standard deviation). Match location was compared by using the t-test for independent samples. Quality of opposition, match outcome, and playing position were compared with the use of the univariate general linear model for independent samples. Interaction effects were also verified. When necessary, nonparametric counterpart tests and the Bonferroni post-hoc were applied. The relationships between load parameters and players’ prominence were measured with the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The magnitudes of correlation coefficients were considered trivial ($r < 0.1$), small ($0.1 < r < 0.3$), moderate ($0.3 < r < 0.5$), large ($0.5 < r < 0.7$), very large ($0.7 < r < 0.9$), and nearly perfect ($r = 1.0$), in accordance with a study by Hopkins [25]. The statistical significance of the results was accepted at $p < 0.05$. 

![Figure 1. Draw-representation of team interactions using completed passes between teammates during an official match. Team displayed in a 1–4–4–2 formation. Adjacency matrix was processed with Gephi 0.9.2. Grey arrows represent pass directions. The width and colour intensity of each arrow represents the quantity of passes completed between players during performance [5]](image-url)
Furthermore, a magnitude-based inference was used. Previous editorials pointing out those philosophical goals of sport and exercise science are better served using estimation approach and statistical methods that embody this, e.g., magnitude-based inferences and decisions (e.g., Wilkinson and Winter [26], de Koning and Noordhof [27]). With specific Microsoft Excel spreadsheets (www.sportsci.org/), with a 90% confidence interval, the quantitative chance of higher or lower differences referring to the effect size (ES) was assessed qualitatively as follows: < 1%, *almost certainly not*; 1–5%, *very unlikely*; 5–25%, *unlikely*; 25–75%, *possible*; 75–95%, *likely*; 95–99%, *very likely*; > 99%, *almost certain*. If the chance of higher or lower differences was > 5%, the true difference was assumed as unclear [28].

For the greater impact of the results in the field, only *likely* chances that the differences were true (> 75%) were considered, as in a previous study [29].

**Ethical approval**

The research related to human use has complied with all the relevant national regulations and institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the local university ethical committee (School of Physical Education and Sport, Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo, Brazil; protocol number: 61884716.9.0000.5659).

**Informed consent**

Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study.

**Results**

Table 1 shows the effects of match location, quality of opposition, and match outcome on IL, EL, and players’ prominence. The players perceived higher match load (sRPE-ML) and covered more HIR per minute in home vs. away matches (p = 0.02; ES: 0.32–0.37; *likely*).

Matches against strong opponents resulted in greater TD and lower betweenness centrality than those against weak opponents (p < 0.05; ES: 0.40–0.71; *likely–very likely*). When the players won, higher values of TD, LIR, HIR, and closeness centrality were observed compared with a draw (p: 0.02–0.04; ES: 0.35–0.58; *likely*) and loss (p: 0.02–0.04; ES: 0.35–0.53; * likely*). Interaction effects of match location, quality of opposition, or match outcome on running performance and metrics of social

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Match location</th>
<th>Quality of opposition</th>
<th>Match outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Away</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sRPE (AU)</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(13.0)</td>
<td>(11.4)</td>
<td>(15.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sRPE-ML (AU)</td>
<td>7662.7</td>
<td>7963.4 <strong>a</strong></td>
<td>7665.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1335.1)</td>
<td>(1312.9)</td>
<td>(1516.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD (m ∙ min⁻¹)</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10.3)</td>
<td>(12.5)</td>
<td>(19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIR (m ∙ min⁻¹)</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.2)</td>
<td>(7.2)</td>
<td>(9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIR (m ∙ min⁻¹)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>9.3 <strong>a</strong></td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.4)</td>
<td>(3.1)</td>
<td>(4.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Metrics                                  |               |                       |               |              |               |               |               |               |
| In-degree                                | 30.7 (10.1)   | 30.3 (12.2)            | 28.4 (11.6)   | 32.2 (10.7)  | 33.5 (9.7)    | 31.0 (10.8)   | 30.2 (8.6)    | 30.4 (13.7)   |
| Out-degree                               | 28.3 (11.0)   | 28.4 (12.8)            | 26.3 (11.5)   | 29.5 (12.1)  | 32.1 (12.1)   | 29.5 (11.2)   | 27.2 (12.2)   | 28.4 (12.4)   |
| Closeness centrality                     | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)              | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)    | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.7 (0.1)     | 0.7 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)     |
| Betweenness centrality                   | 6.4 (3.7)     | 5.2 (3.2)              | 6.7 (3.7)     | 5.3 (3.4)    | 3.9 (2.1)     | 5.0 (2.5)     | 5.5 (4.1)     | 6.9 (3.6)     |
| Eigenvector                              | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)              | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)    | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)     | 0.8 (0.1)     |

sRPE – session rate of perceived exertion, AU – arbitrary units, sRPE-ML – session rate of perceived exertion – match load, TD – total distance covered, LIR – low-intensity running, HIR – high-intensity running

* home > away, * strong > weak, * strong < weak, * won > draw/lost, * 75–95%, likely and p < 0.05, ** 95–99%, very likely and p < 0.01
Table 2. Comparisons of load parameters and metrics of social network analysis depending on playing position: mean (standard deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>External defender (ED)</th>
<th>Central defender (CD)</th>
<th>Central midfielder (CM)</th>
<th>External midfielder (EM)</th>
<th>Forward (F)</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal load</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sRPE (AU)</td>
<td>86.7 (6.8)</td>
<td>77.6 (17.1)</td>
<td>85.4 (9.1)</td>
<td>87.0 (8.8)</td>
<td>74.3 (13.6)</td>
<td><strong>F &lt; ED/CD/EM/CM</strong> <strong>CD &lt; ED/EM/CM</strong> *<strong>ED/EM &gt; CD/CM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sRPE-ML (AU)</td>
<td>8130.0 (925.5)</td>
<td>7402.8 (1644.5)</td>
<td>8093.9 (837.9)</td>
<td>8126.0 (1046.2)</td>
<td>6938.0 (1454.9)</td>
<td><strong>F &lt; ED/CD/EM/CM</strong> <strong>CD &lt; ED/EM/CM</strong> *<strong>ED/EM &gt; CD/CM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External load</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD (m ∙ min⁻¹)</td>
<td>95.0 (8.7)</td>
<td>85.8 (5.6)</td>
<td>92.2 (11.4)</td>
<td>86.9 (9.2)</td>
<td>81.7 (18.9)</td>
<td><strong>F &lt; ED/CD/EM/CM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIR (m ∙ min⁻¹)</td>
<td>84.9 (7.9)</td>
<td>80.4 (5.3)</td>
<td>83.5 (9.1)</td>
<td>79.4 (7.1)</td>
<td>77.5 (9.8)</td>
<td><strong>F &lt; ED/CD/EM/CM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIR (m ∙ min⁻¹)</td>
<td>10.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>8.3 (1.9)</td>
<td>8.7 (3.7)</td>
<td>8.7 (3.1)</td>
<td>7.8 (2.4)</td>
<td><strong>F &lt; ED/CD/EM/CM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metrics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-degree</td>
<td>33.4 (8.2)</td>
<td>24.4 (10.8)</td>
<td>33.9 (11.5)</td>
<td>36.7 (12.1)</td>
<td>22.5 (5.7)</td>
<td>*ED/CM/EM &gt; CD/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-degree</td>
<td>29.0 (9.3)</td>
<td>27.7 (10)</td>
<td>37.7 (11.5)</td>
<td>30.2 (9.4)</td>
<td>12.0 (4.1)</td>
<td>*ED/CM/EM &gt; CD/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness centrality</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.1)</td>
<td>*F &lt; ED/CD/EM/CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness centrality</td>
<td>5.6 (3.7)</td>
<td>5.2 (2.6)</td>
<td>7.1 (3.0)</td>
<td>6.3 (4.4)</td>
<td>4.6 (3.8)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvector</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1)</td>
<td>*CM/EM &gt; ED/F &gt; CD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sRPE – session rate of perceived exertion, AU – arbitrary units, sRPE-ML – session rate of perceived exertion – match load, TD – total distance covered, LIR – low-intensity running, HIR – high-intensity running
* 75–95%, likely and p < 0.05, ** 95–99%, very likely and p < 0.01, *** > 99%, almost certain and p < 0.001, – no statistical difference

Figure 2. Magnitude of correlation (± 90% confidence interval) between distance covered per minute in high-intensity running (HIR) and metrics of social network analysis
network analysis were not significant ($F_{1,86}$: 0.856–2.549; $p$: 0.11–0.39; $\eta^2$: 0.01–0.03 [small]). Reduced values of IL (sRPE and sRPE-ML) were observed in the forwards compared with the other positions ($p < 0.05$; $ES$: 0.69–1.48; likely–almost certain). External defenders and external midfielders demonstrated higher values of IL than central defenders and central midfielders ($p < 0.05$; $ES$: 0.50–0.66; likely–almost certain). Furthermore, forwards presented lower TD, LIR, HIR, and closeness centrality compared with the other positions ($p < 0.05$; $ES$: 0.50–1.35; likely–almost certain). External defenders and external and central midfielders demonstrated higher values of in- and out-degree than central defenders and forwards ($p < 0.05$; $ES$: 0.41–0.54; likely). Midfielders (external and central) showed greater eigenvector values than the other positions ($p < 0.05$; $ES$: 0.38–0.52; likely) (Table 2). As for correlation analysis, the distance covered per minute in HIR was large, with almost certain association with closeness centrality ($r = 0.55$) and eigenvector values ($r = 0.54$) (Figure 2).

Discussion

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to verify jointly the effects of match location, quality of opposition, match outcome, and playing position on IL, EL, and players’ prominence during competitive matches in professional soccer players. The main results were the following: (i) higher values of match IL and HIR were observed in home vs. away matches; (ii) the players presented greater running outputs and betweenness centrality in matches against strong vs. weak opponents; (iii) when the players won the matches, higher running demands and closeness centrality were demonstrated than when they drew or lost; (iv) reduced values of IL, EL, and closeness centrality were noted in the forwards compared with the other positions; (v) the midfielders (external/central) showed greater eigenvector values than the other positions; (vi) the distance covered per minute in HIR was large, with almost certain association with closeness centrality and eigenvector values.

Several studies have demonstrated the influence of situational variables on EL in soccer [6, 16, 30]. However, to the extent of the authors’ knowledge, the effects on IL and players’ prominence have not been fully investigated. In the present study, IL presented no statistical difference depending on the quality of opposition. In contrast, the study showed greater IL and distance covered in HIR in home vs. away matches. The rationale of these results may be attributed to the external factors involved in home matches, psychological aspects (e.g., greater requirement for a positive outcome), and crowd factors, including differential support from spectators (such as larger/dense/noisy crowds). In recent decades, these components have been studied by researchers across a variety of areas in an attempt to explain the home advantage in athletics [31] and specifically in soccer [32]. Therefore, coaches and practitioners should consider this independent variable when analysing match physical requirements in soccer players.

With regard to the quality of opposition, greater running outputs and number of networks controlled by the players (i.e., betweenness centrality) were observed in matches against strong compared with weak opponents. Previous research showed the same responses as those verified in this study. In the Chinese super league, the top-ranked teams (i.e., strong opponents) presented higher values of sprinting distance and TD without the ball than middle/lower-ranked teams (i.e., intermediary and weak opponents) [33]. Aquino et al. [34] also demonstrated greater locomotor intensity against strong opponents in Brazilian professional soccer players. Furthermore, a previous study implied that against weaker opposition, the team presented better homogeneity of interactions between players and team capacity to play more collectively [6]. Therefore, the present results indicate that professional soccer players should be tactically and physically prepared to cover greater total distances and HIR distances when competing against strong quality opponents [35].

Previous studies have reported the influence of match outcome on running outputs (e.g., HIR distance) in professional soccer players [6, 34]. Match status (i.e., score-line during the match; winning, drawing, losing) is another form of verifying these effects [30]. Taken together, these works show that soccer players perform less high-intensity activities when winning compared with losing [36], i.e., the comfort state of the team when winning may result in a lower distance covered [37]. However, the coaching staff of the reference team analysed in this study provided substantial information on the style of play used during the matches: when winning, the team adopted a counterattacking style, i.e., a direct style (long and fast passes; see Lago [38]); when losing or drawing, the team played with the purpose of controlling the match (maintain ball possession). Therefore, in this study, the counterattacking/transitional styles [39] may result in greater high-intensity activities (e.g., HIR), while the possession style may increase the distance covered in lower...
speed zones. In addition, when the reference team won, the players presented higher values of closeness centrality than when they lost. This demonstrates that players are closer to the teammates in won matches.

In this study, IL, EL, and individual metrics of social network analysis were modulated in accordance with the positional role. In general, external defenders and external midfielders presented greater values of IL and EL compared with central defenders and central midfielders. Also, forwards showed reduced values of IL, EL, and closeness centrality than the other positions. Previous research has shown similar results in different countries, e.g., referring to Brazilian national/state divisions [6, 7], Italian Serie A League [35], English Premier League [40]. In addition, in this study, the distance covered per minute in HIR was large, with almost certain association with closeness centrality and eigenvector values. Therefore, such outcomes indicate that central and external midfielders (who presented greater eigenvector values) must be physically prepared to cover greater distances in HIR for the organization of the match offensive phases.

This study has 2 limitations that should be recognized. First, the relatively small number of match players observations (n = 86 observations) referring to 1 team may compromise the generalization of the results. Second, we used only 1 measure to estimate IL, which could represent an excessive simplification of the psychophysiological construction [41]. However, this study has some novel aspects, namely: (i) a relatively extensive set of independent variables was considered to verify the effects on IL, EL, and interpersonal interactions, i.e., match location, quality of opposition, match outcome, and playing position; (ii) the results can aid sports science and coaching practitioners to prescribe specific training in accordance with situational variables, match outcome, and positional rules (see Practical application).

Practical application

The data demonstrated the necessity for soccer coaches and practitioners to consider 3 main aspects in the analysis of IL, EL, and interpersonal interactions in professional soccer players: (i) Players should be physically prepared to cover greater running outputs when competing at home or against strong quality opponents. (ii) External defenders and external midfielders exhibit higher IL/EL load during matches compared with the other positions. Therefore, these players should receive a specific strength and conditioning training and recovery strategy. This outcome reinforces the importance of position-specific physical training. (iii) Central and external midfielders must be physically prepared to cover greater distances in HIR for the organization of the match offensive phases.

Conclusions

Our study demonstrates that load parameters and interpersonal interactions are governed, at least in part, by situational variables, match outcome, and playing position. Specifically, greater values of match IL and HIR were observed in home vs. away matches. The players presented greater running outputs and betweenness centrality in matches against strong vs. weak opponents. When the players won the matches, higher running demands and closeness centrality were noted than when they drew or lost. With reference to playing position, reduced values of IL, EL, and closeness centrality were observed in the forwards compared with the other positions. Midfielders (external/central) showed greater eigenvector values than the other positions. Distance covered per minute in HIR was large, with almost certain association with closeness centrality and eigenvector values.
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